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WREZ Background

Western Governors’ Association project

‒ Identify and develop areas with enough high-

quality renewable resources to justify a high-

capacity transmission line (≥500 kV AC)

• In areas with low environmental impacts

‒ Facilitate interstate transmission lines to deliver 

energy to load centers

Funded by U.S. DOE 

May 2008 kickoff
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WREZ So Far

 Mapped renewable energy “hubs”

 Produced resource supply curves by zone

 Developed an easy-to-use model to estimate 
delivered price of power to load centers
– Link to map, Phase 1 report and model at 

http://www.westgov.org/wieb/

 Screened sensitivity of least-cost resource selection (with 
transmission) under aggressive renewable energy targets 
using various assumptions
– Long HVDC lines, low cost wind, tradable renewable credits

– Report at http://eetd.lbl.gov/EA/EMP/reports/lbnl-3077e.pdf
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WREZ Phase 3

 Identify WREZs of 
common interest to 
utilities

– IRP review, utility survey, 
modeling

 Engage state regulators 
and utilities in 
coordinating resource 
development there

– Survey, report, discussion groups

 Opportunities for other 
stakeholders to participate

 Create critical mass of 

transmission needs in the 

same timeframe
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We Have Done This Before: 

Generation Examples

Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station

Colstrip Generating Station

Bridger Generating Station

Navajo Generating Station

Four Corners Generating Station

San Juan Generating Station

Intermountain Power Project
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We Have Done This Before: 

Transmission

 Palo Verde Transmission System

Navajo Transmission System*

AC Pacific Intertie*

DC Pacific Intertie*

 Southwest Power Link*

 San Juan to Vail*

 Colstrip Transmission System*

 Intermountain Power Project DC Transmission Line*

Mead-Phoenix* and Mead-Adelanto*
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* Interstate transmission lines
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What’s Different Now? Some 

Real or Perceived Barriers

 Development of wind, solar and geothermal instead of 
coal, nuclear and hydro
– Remote, fast and modular (mis-

match with transmission), often PPA

 Electric industry structure
– Independently owned G&T

– Functional separation of G&T 
within utility

 Increased risk of cost recovery
– G&T projects by others may call into question whether your 

project is used and useful

– Earlier-than-expected power plant retirements may free up 
transmission capacity for renewable resources

 Capital and financing 8



What’s Different Now? Some 

Real or Perceived Barriers (cont.)

Siting and cost allocation issues

 Issues with variable energy resources

– Transmission capacity requirements, low load 
hours, lack of flexible supply and demand 
resources, fledgling imbalance energy markets, etc.

Regulatory uncertainty – RPS, carbon, RECs

Resource planning/acquisition requirements

– Reduced utility flexibility, extended and less 
predictable timelines
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Some Advantages of Cooperation 

Across Utilities & Jurisdictions

Greater economies of scale

Reduces cost and risk

Pooling of financial resources

Matches multi-state transmission projects

Reduces project timing/lumpiness issues

Broader participation increases public 
acceptance of proposed projects

Supports cost allocation processes
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Feedback at Utility

Resource Planners Forum
 Left to individual utilities, economics of developing WREZs and 

interstate transmission do not play out in the market

 There’s value to regional and sub-regional discussions on barriers to 

development of transmission for renewable resources

– Even if they don’t lead to interstate projects in the near term

 Inflexible state competitive bidding requirements may be a problem

 See if there are opportunities to couple mini-REZs – those too small 

for WREZ maps (and closer to loads) – with transmission for large 

REZs already identified

 Actual acquisitions, following bidding processes and regulatory and 

market changes, may vary significantly from resource plans

 Stakeholders beyond utilities and regulators must be involved
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Some Feedback From

Early WREZ Interviews

 Utilities are focused on next few years; tough to get them to think farther out

– Can meet RPS targets with resources close to home

– No benefits for ratepayers if utilities build for export 

 Utilities don’t have an incentive to build transmission to WREZs, even if 

cheaper overall

– Will pick strategy that is higher cost (for ratepayers), but lower risk (for utility)

– Utilities prefer to invest in owning gas plants (“instant rate base”) than 

building transmission

– Only need small increments of renewables each year to meet RPS targets

 Commissions trying to keep rate increases to a minimum

 Uncertainties re: carbon, RPS, RECs, breakthrough technologies

 Identify a convergence of many benefits to justify development of WREZs

 Broader regional market issues must be addressed to make WREZ work

 In-state preferences/credits are a hurdle
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Some Feedback From

Early WREZ Interviews (cont.)

 Resource planning and transmission planning need to be re-joined

 No regional entity has authority to require lines be built in accordance with 
WECC’s approved regional transmission expansion plan

 Commissions may be able to consider broader public interest, but won’t tell 
their ratepayers to pay more for lines to make the region as a whole better off

 Cost recovery strategies: 

– Recover transmission costs in stages (by line segments), while looking at 
benefits/costs of overall project

– Change depreciation schedules to address right-sizing – i.e., higher 
revenue requirement in later years

 Utilities could buy leasing rights in WREZs and bank them

 WREZs with better/complementary wind profiles may be of interest

 Utilities should be able to recover study costs for transmission projects that 
may never get underway

 Tradable renewable energy credits would create a lot more buyers, increase 
competition, reduce costs and reduce the amount of transmission needed
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New England States’ 

Proposal for Cooperation

 New England States Committee on Electricity recently 
recommended a common schedule and model RFP for 
procurement of renewable resources
– Assessed each state’s procurement practices, opportunities 

and barriers for coordination, terms and conditions, and 
contract approval options

– Recommended model RFP to help overcome the differences 
in solicitation and evaluation processes in each state

– Process for submitting state-specific changes to model RFP

 Is this concept a possibility for utilities interested in 
the same Western Renewable Energy Zones?
– If not, can we coordinate RFPs among these utilities?

14Report at http://www.nescoe.com/uploads/Report_to_the_Governors_July_2010.pdf



WHAT DO YOU WANT TO 

LEARN FROM THE UTILITY 

AND REGULATOR SURVEYS?
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RAP is committed to fostering regulatory policies for 

the electric industry that encourage economic 

efficiency, protect environmental quality, assure system 

reliability, and allocate system benefits fairly to all 

customers.
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